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Online-News for Plastics and Pharma Technologies

Dear readers,
In regard to the 23rd FAKUMA fair in Friedrichshafen, Germany, our
preparations for the event are already running at full speed. There are only
approx. 40 days remaining before opening the gates of one of the highlights in
plastics industry for this year. Besides 1,700 other exhibitors, we would
appreciate spending time with you at our booth 5207 at hall A5.
With technology much is possible. Without people, nothing.
For us, the "Top Job" seal also means pride and commitment at the same time.
Therefore, the summer months were dominated by activities for our staff: The
long-awaited Braunform Children's Day, the welcoming of our new trainees /
students and the support of charitable staff projects. All this as well as the new
edition of our magazine "Auszeit" made by employees for employees, and a
driving safety course provided a huge variety of stuff.
With best wishes for a “golden autumn”
Erich Braun

Pamela Braun

Braunform as an exhibitor at FAKUMA
At this year´s FAKUMA, the international trade fair for plastic
processing from 14th to 18th October 2014 in
Friedrichshafen, Braunform welcomes interested visitors on
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50m² in a friendly atmosphere.
One focus at the booth number 5207 in Hall A5 is, besides all
other Braunform techniques and branches, the specific
designed Braunform MED mold® standard for clean room
represented by modular inserts of a 96-cav. injection mold
for a Pen Hub (needle holder).
read more >>

Extended trainee workshop in the field of grinding
Trainees and students secure our future of tomorrow. So it
was very important for our training department to optimize
the machinery of our apprentice workshop in the field of
grinding. With a new investment in an “Amada Meister G3”
young employees can be formed on an identical machine, as
it is also used in the mold shop. Due to this a seamless
transition in the department after their training is possible.
At the same time another new Amada Meister G3 is placed
in grinding department as a replacement investment. This
makes clear that this type of machine fits perfectly into our
production strategy.

Positive response at this year's Education Day
According to the motto „Braunform for your future“ the
company organized its 7th open house day for pupils,
optional with their parents. More than 50 interested persons
took part to get some information about the company and the
training opportunities, as well as actively participate in a
candidate training.
On September 1st a total of nine trainees and students have
been started at Braunform: Six tool mechanics, one
electronic technican, one industrial clerk and a dual student
in economics.
read more >>

Braunform supports charitable projects
The General Management of Braunform GmbH donates an
amount of 3.000 € for charitable projects and nonprofit
associations. Suggestions for this came from the immediate
environment of the employees with projects that are close to
their hearts.
read more >>
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Events
17.09. - 18.09.2014: ENGEL med.con, Mirandola, Italy
08.10. - 10.10.2014: MFHS, Conference on Microfluidic
Handling Systems, Freiburg, Germany
14.10. - 18.10.2014: FAKUMA, Friedrichshafen, Germany
06.11.2014:
ENGEL med.con, Kopenhagen,
Denmark
27.11.2014:
ENGEL med.con, Warwick, UK
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